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                        Advertise the Tax Credit

Ad slicks are available for the $2,000 tax credit (which is effective starting January 1, 2023 and goes through 2032)

_______________________________________________


                            	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-0101 & 23-0102 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023)


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 0101 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 0102


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-0201 & 23-0202 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023)


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 0201 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 0202


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-0301 & 23-0302 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023).


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 0301 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 0302


                                        
	
                                            
                                            1-Column Ad w/$2000 Tax Credit 23-0501 & 0502 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023).


                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 23 0501 (1)
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 23 0502


                                        
	
                                            
                                            1-Column Ad w/$2000 Tax Credit 23-0601 & 0602 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023).


                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 23 0601
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 23 0602


                                        
	
                                            
                                            1-Column Ad w/$2000 Tax Credit 23-0701 & 0702 - HDX

                                            Advertise the $2,000 Tax Credit (effective Jan. 1, 2023).


                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 23 0701 (1)
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 23 0702


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Postcard - Burn Wood. Not Money. Postcard - Burn Wood. Not Money.

                                            NEW - Reach YOUR Target Audience with YOUR Message.

Reverse Side features message:

You should consider upgrading your heating system to a Central Boiler outdoor wood furnace if you:

	Are tired of paying high heating bills every month
	Already heat with wood indoors
	Are a rural homeowner
	Are interested in a $2000 tax credit
	Are worried about what the future means for fossil fuels



                                                	Burn Wood. Not Money.: Postcard Eddm Mailer Dealer 01 (1)


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Postcard - The Benefits of Wood Heat Postcard - The Benefits of Wood Heat

                                            NEW - Reach YOUR Target Audience with YOUR Message

Reverse side features message: 

As your local authorized Central Boiler dealer, we are dedicated to providing you with the ultimate in wood heat.

	Central Boiler is the leading name in safe, comfortable and efficient wood heat
	These are the easiest-to-operate, easiest-to-maintain outdoor furnaces and are among the most efficient, best ways available to burn wood for heat
	We'll support you along the way - we have the parts and accessories to get you up and running, and the maintenance supplies to keep your furnace running optimally for years



                                                	The Benefits of Wood Heat: Postcard Eddm Mailer Dealer 02 (1)


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Postcard - Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat - Family Pic Postcard - Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat

                                            NEW - Reach YOUR Target Audience with YOUR Message.

Features message on reverse side:

Heating with Wood is Easier than You Think!


                                                	Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat: Postcard Eddm Mailer Dealer 03 (1)


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Postcard - Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat - System View Postcard - Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat #2

                                            NEW - Reach YOUR Target Audience with YOUR Message.

Features message on reverse side:

It's a safe and efficient way to eliminate high heating bills and heat your entire home. Did you know that harvesting wood responsibly also benefits the environment?


                                                	Explore the Benefits of Modern Wood Heat - System View: Postcard Eddm Mailer Dealer 04B


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat HDX 20-0501, 0502

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.



                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0501-CUSTOM
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0502-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat HDX 20-0601,0602

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.



                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0601-CUSTOM
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0602-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat HDX 20-0701,0702

                                            More convenience, safety and savings than any other method of wood heat.


                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0701-CUSTOM
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 5": 20-0702-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. HDX 20-0801,0802

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 20-0801
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 20-0802


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. HDX 20-0901,0902

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 20-0901
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 20-0902


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. HDX 20-1001,1002

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 20-1001
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 20-1002


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. HDX 20-1101,1102

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 20-1101
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 20-1102


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Eliminate High Heating Bills! HDX, 20-1202

                                            Eliminate High Heating Bills!


                                                	B&W (3.5" x 2"): 20-1202-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            1-Column Ad HDX 1101-1102

                                            

                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 21-1101-CUSTOM
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 21-1102-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            1-Column Ad HDX 1201-1202

                                            

                                                	Color, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 21-1201-CUSTOM
	B&W, 1-col (2.16") x 3": 21-1202-CUSTOM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Choose ThermoPEX. Because performance matters. 16-2301

                                            Choosing the best insulated piping system for your outdoor furnace is imperative if you want to lower heat loss and reduce the amount of wood you'll burn. ThermoPEX saves energy and maximizes efficiency.

FLEXIBILITY - Easy to work with, easy to install.

RELIABILITY - ThermoPEX is a proven, time-tested insulated piping system.

INSTALLS FAST - Easy to handle and easy to install, requiring only a narrow trench approximately a foot deep.

IN A HURRY? - Some ThermoPEX can be UPS shipped - see dealer for details.


                                                	Color, size 4" x 4": 16-2301


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Choose ThermoPEX. Because performance matters. 16-2401

                                            Choosing the best insulated piping system for your outdoor furnace is imperative if you want to lower heat loss and reduce the amount of wood you'll burn.

ENERGY EFFICIENT - ThermoPEX saves energy and maximizes efficiency. The thick waterproof jacket keeps moisture out and the inner urethane insulation locks the heat in. Greater system efficiency maximizes the delivery of heat from each pound of wood so you will burn less wood compared to a system using inferior insulated piping.

FLEXIBILITY - Easy to work with, easy to install.

RELIABILITY - ThermoPEX is a proven, time-tested insulated piping system.

INSTALLS FAST - Easy to handle and easy to install, requiring only a narrow trench approximately a foot deep.

IN A HURRY? - Some ThermoPEX can be UPS shipped - see dealer for details.


                                                	Color, size 5" x 5.2": 16-2401


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Ad Planning Worksheet Ad Planning Worksheet

                                            Use the Ad Planning Worksheet to help you plan for your advertising campaign. Space is provided to calculate your monthly advertising totals, as well as a yearly total and discount for advertising frequently.


                                                	Ad Planning Worksheet: AdPlanWorksheet-12


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Start Saving Money... 23-1001 & 1002 - Maxim and HDX

                                            Save money when you heat entire buildings, water and more with safe, comfortable heat of a Central Boiler outdoor furnace.


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 1001 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 1002


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 300x250 Classic Edge HDX 300x250

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-300x250


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 300x600 Classic Edge HDX 300x600

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01 Classicedge Hdx 300X600


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 336x280 Classic Edge HDX 336x280

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-336x280


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 468x60 Classic Edge HDX 468x60

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge_HDX-468x60


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 728x90 Classic Edge HDX 728x90

                                            

                                                	: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-728x90


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. 19-1801, 19-1802

                                            Advertise Central Financing*

	
More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.


	
Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.


	
Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.


	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.


*At participating US dealer only.


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 19-1801
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 19-1802


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. 19-1901, 19-1902

                                            Advertise Central Financing*

	
More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.


	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.


*At participating US dealer only.


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 19-1901
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 19-1902


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat. 19-2001, 19-2002

                                            Advertise Central Financing*

	
More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.


	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.


*At participating US dealer only.


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 19-2001
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 19-2002


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-3001 & 3002

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $131/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 3001 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 3002


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-3101 & 3102

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $131/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 3101 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 3102


                                        
	
                                            
                                            The Ultimate Wood Heat 23-3201 & 3202

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $131/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 3201 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 3202


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Classified Ads - Classic Edge Titanium HDX Classifieds - Classic Edge Titanium HDX

                                            CLASSIC EDGE TITANIUM HDX BASE PRICE (NOTE: Each ad is 21 words) To use these ads, insert the dollar amount of the base price for a Classic Edge. Don't forget to include your phone number as well.

CLASSIC EDGE TITANIUM HDX - GENERAL CLASSIFIEDS can be for advertising base price or advertising without price (both types of classified ads available).


                                                	CLASSIC EDGE HDX - GENERAL: 2023 Classic Edge Hdx Classifieds
	CLASSIC EDGE HDX - BASE PRICE: Classified Baseprice 21Words


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Advertise your OPEN HOUSE OPEN HOUSE - HDX

                                            Various ad sizes in full-color or black & white for advertising your upcoming Open House. Your publisher can insert your information in the space provided.


                                                	Color, 2-column (4.24" x 8"): 22-001-OH
	B & W, 2-column (4.24" x 8"): 22-005-OH
	Color, 2-column (4.24" x 6"): 22-002-OH
	B & W, 2-column (4.24" x 6"): 22-006-OH
	Color, 5" x 3": 22-003-OH
	B & W, 5" x 3": 22-007-OH
	Color, 1-column (2.0625" x 8"): 22-004-OH
	B & W, 1-column (2.0625" x 8"): 22-008-OH


                                        


                    

            

        

        
            
                	
                            Current Promotions
                        
	
                            Open House/Seminar
                        
	
                            Financing
                        
	
                            General
                        
	
                            Canadian
                        


                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            FREE Outdoor Wood Furnace Seminar - Find Out How To Eliminate Your Heating Bills 13-5301, 13-5302, 13-5303, 13-5304

                                            These ads encourage people to attend your Open House or Seminar. Bullet points mention free maintenance kit with purchase and special seminar purchase incentives. Available in four different sizes.

NOTE: May be used to advertise Classic only.


                                                	B & W, 1-column (2.0625" x 8"): 13-5301
	B & W, 2-column (4.24" x 8"): 13-5302
	B & W, 2-column (4.24" x 6"): 13-5303
	B & W, (5" x 3"): 13-5304


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL20-0101 & 0102

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0101
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0102


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL20-0201 & 0202

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0201
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0202


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL20-0301 & 0302

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0301
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0302


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Greenhouse CL20-0401 & 0402

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your greenhouse.
	Eliminate High Heating Bills - Burn wood to provide all your greenhouse heating needs.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0401
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": CL20-0402


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL23-1701 & 1702

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $103/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1701 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1702


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL23-1801 & 1802

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $103/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1801 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1802


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop CL23-1901 & 1902

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $103/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1901 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 1902


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Greenhouse CL23-2001 & 2002

                                            Advertise PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $103/MO

	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your greenhouse.
	Eliminate High Heating Bills - Burn wood to provide all your greenhouse heating needs
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 2001 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": Cl23 2002


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0501, 0502

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0501
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0502


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0601, 0602

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0601
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0602


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0701, 0702

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0701
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0702


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Greenhouse 22-0801, 0802

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0801
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0802


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Choose ThermoPEX. Because performance matters. 16-2301

                                            Choosing the best insulated piping system for your outdoor furnace is imperative if you want to lower heat loss and reduce the amount of wood you'll burn. ThermoPEX saves energy and maximizes efficiency.

FLEXIBILITY - Easy to work with, easy to install.

RELIABILITY - ThermoPEX is a proven, time-tested insulated piping system.

INSTALLS FAST - Easy to handle and easy to install, requiring only a narrow trench approximately a foot deep.

IN A HURRY? - Some ThermoPEX can be UPS shipped - see dealer for details.


                                                	Color, size 4" x 4": 16-2301


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Choose ThermoPEX. Because performance matters. 16-2401

                                            Choosing the best insulated piping system for your outdoor furnace is imperative if you want to lower heat loss and reduce the amount of wood you'll burn.

ENERGY EFFICIENT - ThermoPEX saves energy and maximizes efficiency. The thick waterproof jacket keeps moisture out and the inner urethane insulation locks the heat in. Greater system efficiency maximizes the delivery of heat from each pound of wood so you will burn less wood compared to a system using inferior insulated piping.

FLEXIBILITY - Easy to work with, easy to install.

RELIABILITY - ThermoPEX is a proven, time-tested insulated piping system.

INSTALLS FAST - Easy to handle and easy to install, requiring only a narrow trench approximately a foot deep.

IN A HURRY? - Some ThermoPEX can be UPS shipped - see dealer for details.


                                                	Color, size 5" x 5.2": 16-2401


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Ad Planning Worksheet Ad Planning Worksheet

                                            Use the Ad Planning Worksheet to help you plan for your advertising campaign. Space is provided to calculate your monthly advertising totals, as well as a yearly total and discount for advertising frequently.


                                                	Ad Planning Worksheet: AdPlanWorksheet-12


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0501, 0502

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0501
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0502


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0601, 0602

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0601
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0602


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Business or Shop 22-0701, 0702

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0701
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0702


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Heat Your Greenhouse 22-0801, 0802

                                            	More Comfort - Thermostatically controlled wood heat for your business or shop.
	Peace of Mind - Keep the fire outside and eliminate the dangers associated with indoor wood heating.
	Save Money - Wood is a renewable, inexpensive and often free energy source.
	Durability - Long-lasting, stainless steel firebox.



                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 22-0801
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 22-0802


                                        


                    

            

        

        
            
                	
                            
                        


                    
                        Click a video icon to view the spot.

 


                            
                                    
                                            
                                        Classic Edge Titanium HDX - Loopable Video Preview

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                            
                                        TV Ad - Independence

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                            
                                        TV Ad - Values

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                            
                                        HDX Commercial - Dealer Tag

                                        

                                    
                            

                            	
                                            
                                            Radio Ads - Central Boiler Radio Spots

                                            Click the link to listen to the radio spot. In the player, there is an option to download the file.


                                                	RADIO SPOT - I Spent Final (.wav format): 01 I Spent Final
	RADIO SPOT - Summer Bills (.wav format): 02 Summer Bills
	RADIO SPOT - Endless Hot Water (.wav format): 03 Endless Hot Water
	RADIO SPOT - Complaint Meeting (.wav format): 04 Complaint Meeting


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Television Ads - Central Boiler Television Ads

                                            For TV stations wishing to download a television-quality ad with 5-second space at the end for the dealer tag, please click on the name of the ad below to download the commercial's .mxf file.

Ad Files are .mxf format, 1920x1080p 29.97 DNxHD 45mb/second 8-bit.

If you have questions, please contact Central Boiler at 800-248-4681.

 

INDEPENDENCE | VALUES | HDX COMMERCIAL


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Loopable Videos - Central Boiler Loopable Videos

                                            To download the Loopable Video, be sure to read the following disclaimer and agreement about usage before downloading video.

DISCLAIMER: These materials are for use by Central Boiler dealers only and are copyrighted by Central Boiler. Downloadable videos are only intended for Dealer’s business purposes and are for offline use only. Dealers should not upload to video sharing sites like YouTube or Facebook. Dealers should not distribute or modify these materials. Central Boiler, Inc. reserves the right to terminate the above authorization at any time at its sole discretion. All content included on this website is the property of Central Boiler, Inc. or its content suppliers and is protected by United States and international copyright laws. Central Boiler reserves the right to change or update these materials without notice and without incurring obligations. By accessing this material, you confirm that you are agreeing to the above conditions and that any breach may mean that you are liable in damages and may have legal action taken against you.

Download Loopable Promo Video (approximately 442 MB).

Download Fireball FireStar Loop - No Sound (approximately 50 MB).


                                        


                    

            

        

        
            
                	
                            Current Promotions
                        
	
                            Financing
                        
	
                            General
                        


                    
                        MAXIM ADS

NOTE TO CANADIAN DEALERS: Ad slick rebate amounts are editable. If you wish to change the amount, inform your publisher when selecting an ad.


                            	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Start saving money on your heating bill M21-0101

                                            You save money when you heat an entire building, water and more with the safe, comfortable heat of a Maxim outdoor wood pellet and corn furnace.


                                                	Color, 4" x 4.24": M21-0101


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Start saving money on your heating bill M21-0102

                                            You save money when you heat an entire building, water and more with the safe, comfortable heat of a Maxim outdoor wood pellet and corn furnace.


                                                	Color, 4" x 4.24": M21-0102


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Newspaper Insert - Customizable prices and dealership information Newspaper Insert - Customizable PDF

                                            Newspaper customizable inserts are available to advertise the $2,000 tax credit which is effective January 1, 2023.

Version A of the newspaper insert allows you to enter starting prices for Classic Edge HDX and Classic furnace models.

Version B provides financing Payments As Low As information.

Space is available in both inserts to enter your dealership information and/or a customized message. High res format can be submitted to a publisher to be printed and inserted into your weekly newspaper.


                                                	VERSION A - MODELS START AT: CB Newsinsert Allmodels NO PRICE JAN 2024 FORM
	VERSION B - PAYMENTS AS LOW AS: CB Newsinsert Allmodels PAYMENTS LOW JAN 2024 FORM


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Start Saving Money... 23-1001 & 1002 - Maxim and HDX

                                            Save money when you heat entire buildings, water and more with safe, comfortable heat of a Central Boiler outdoor furnace.


                                                	Color, 5" x 5.2": 23 1001 (1)
	B&W, 5" x 5.2": 23 1002


                                        


                    

            

        

        
            
                	
                            Dealer Website
                        
	
                            Search Engine/Etc.
                        


                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Central Financing - Payments as low as $144/mo Central Financing - Payments Low as...01

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD 970x410 banner: 2023 Payments As Low As 144 HDX


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 03 - Dealer Website Banner - 970x410

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: classic-edge-hdx-lineup


                                        
	
                                            
                                            $2,000 Tax Credit on Qualified Models $2000 Tax Credit Banner 970x410

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD 970x410 banner: 2000 Dollar Tax Credit Hdx Lineup


                                        


                    

                    
                        

                            	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 300x250 Classic Edge HDX 300x250

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-300x250


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 300x600 Classic Edge HDX 300x600

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01 Classicedge Hdx 300X600


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 336x280 Classic Edge HDX 336x280

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-336x280


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 468x60 Classic Edge HDX 468x60

                                            

                                                	DOWNLOAD: 01_ClassicEdge_HDX-468x60


                                        
	
                                            
                                            Classic Edge HDX 728x90 Classic Edge HDX 728x90

                                            

                                                	: 01_ClassicEdge-HDX-728x90
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                Thanks for watching
                That was the last video in the playlist, but the next one is right around the corner.

                Check back soon for more videos!

            

        


        

        
            
        
    

    